Issued to: Dazian
Test Report #: 2-98558-0
Completed: 09/05/2013

Key Test: CA 1237 SM
California Fire Marshal 19 - Section 1237 Fire Resistance; Small Scale Test - Interior Materials Qualification

Style No: FRC10811
Style Name: Melting Point
Color: White
Width: 102"
Composition: 100% Trevira CS
Weight: 6.1 oz/yd²
End Use: Ceiling Fabric For Use in Areas with Sprinkler Systems

James Skandalaris
President
06/09/2017

This fabric meets or exceeds the flammability standards set forth in the National Fire Protection Association specification #NFPA-701. Any alteration of the fabric voids any warranty either implied or expressed. The liability of the seller is limited to the selling price as stated on the invoice and related transportation cost.